SECRET

SECURITY INFORMATION

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM

RELEASE AS SANITIZED

PRIORITY

22 JAN 52

Confirmation: WHD (1-2) 1956 OUT 51592

Information: IN (3-4), AD/50 (5), OPS (6), STC (7), S/C (8-9-10)

Paraphrase Not Required. Handle as SECRET Correspondence per Par. 51 (1) 60A AR-380-5

WASH 23889

RE: TLB-1580

1. IT IS REQUESTED THAT JULEP LOCATE BUT NOT CONTACT CARLOS CASTILLO ARMAS IF IN SALVADOR OR HONDURAS. IF LOCATED, HEADQUARTERS SHOULD BE CONTINUALLY ADVISED OF MAJOR MOVEMENTS. REFERENCE GIVES REPORTED PERMANENT ADDRESS IN HONDURAS.

2. AUTHORIZATION GIVEN FOR JULEP TRAVEL HONDURAS DURING INVESTIGATION.

RELEASING OFFICER

ORIGINATING AND COORDINATING OFFICERS

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

TOD: 2322Z 22 JAN 52
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